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3 — Quality Bookmarking Submission Service

One Way Link | High Traffic | High PR Ranking | More Hits | More Sales

125 Social Bookmarking Service
2-PR9, 7-PR8, 13-PR7, 14-PR6, 19-PR5, 23-PR4, 43-PR3, 31-PR2
Social book marking submission has developed into a powerful tool for SEO experts. It involves linking sites within
the various forums, blogs and message boards on social networking websites, blog sites and content centric sites
like Digg. Considered a better alternative to submitting a website on blogs, manual social book marking is a simple,
convenient and hassle-free way of making sure that your site is noticed and marketed in the right circle.
Google and other major search engines have decided to go content-centric; the more places you have your content,
the more traffic you generate. Submitting your site manually with social book marking sites like Digg, blog this!,
orkut, and myspace will ensure a heavier volume of relevant traffic. Our constant endeavour is to serve sites with
well-researched and well-directed traffic by our book marking submission.
Our team ensures that every site is first indexed for the intended target audience, so only sites with a suitable page
rank and pedigree are selected. All links are strictly one-way and permanent. Our service is tuned in to the everchanging world of search engine optimisation. With the implementation of context-sensitive search algorithms and
with the advent of more personalised search results for users, submission of your site contents to a social book
marking site is a no longer a matter of trial and error.
Each book marking site has its own pros and cons, and it takes meticulous planning and research before one can
consider submitting his/her site content to a social book marking service. From the most basic press release to more
complex articles, all site content is examined and then the appropriate site is determined for submission. To top it all,
since all book marking sites require registration, there is no way that any spam links can be generated to or from
your site.
Social book marking sites are search engine friendly and within seven days of submission, links start to appear in all
major search engines. If you are serious about your sites Link Building, Ranking and Traffic... Social Book marking is
a must.

Key Features
•
All Social Book marking is done Manually by trained staff members.
•
The links that you get are one-way and permanent; no reciprocal link required.
•
We offer around-the-clock customer service and a 100% guarantee that our services will be up to your
expectations.
•
We make sure that you completely understand the impact and the effectiveness of our social book marking
submission service by offering you a free submission report.
•
Most of our sites we submit to have a minimum PR of 4 and go all the way up to a PR 9. Our prices are highly
competitive and the best in the industry, only £125 for the 125 social book marking service!
•
We allow our users to give three unique titles and tags for 125 social book marking sites.

Working in partnership with
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Price List 2010
Package Pricing

Package 1
125 Social Bookmarking Service - 9 Days
The Package is designed to submit your site to 125 High PR Social Sites and you have a choice of 3 unique titles & 3
unique keywords / tag option.
Free Detailed Submission Report after submissions are complete.

£125 one off payment

Package 2
250 Social Bookmarking - 30 Days
Two submissions every 15 days to 125 social bookmarking sites from two different accounts.
The package is designed to submit your site to 125 high PR social sites two times in thirty days and you will have a
choice of 6 unique titles and keywords / tag option.
FAQ
Q: Why should I go to 250 Social Bookmarking?
A: Social Bookmarking sites are high in traffic and when submitted on at regular intervals can generate huge traffic.
This is the best Return on Investment in SEO.
Free detailed submission reports after submissions are complete.

£200 one off payment

Package 3
500 Social Bookmarking - 60 Days
Four submissions every 15 days to 125 social bookmarking sites from four different accounts.
The package is designed to submit your site to 125 high PR social sites four times in two months and you will have a
choice of 12 unique titles and keywords / tag option.
FAQ
Q: Why should I go to 500 Social Bookmarking?
A: Social Bookmarking sites are high in traffic and when submitted on at regular intervals can generate traffic huge
traffic. This is the best Return on Investment in SEO.
£300 one off payment

Package 4
1000 Social Bookmarking - 80 Days
Eight submissions every 15 days to 125 social bookmarking sites from eight different accounts.
The package is designed to submit your site to 125 high PR social sites eight times in 4 months and you will have a
choice of 24 unique titles and keywords / tag option.
FAQ
Q: Why should I go to 1000 Social Bookmarking?
A: Social Bookmarking sites are high in traffic and when submitted on at regular intervals can generate traffic huge
traffic. This is the best Return on Investment in SEO.
£400 one off payment

Working in partnership with

